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The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter 
of each publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover 
all books, articles, and other materials in the field. 
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Materials 
should be sent to Prof. David E. Zitarelli, Department of Mathematics, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, PA 19122, U.S.A. (e-mail: V5319E @ TEMPLEVM. BITNET or V5319E @ 
VM.TEMPLE.EDLJ) 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices of 
publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic informa- 
tion, as well as transliteration and translation for non-European languages. We need volun- 
teers willing to cover one or more journals for this department. 
Readers interested in receiving a computer-readable version of the abstracts, beginning 
with #11.3.1, are invited to write to the Abstracts Editor. 
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which 
appear at the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first number 
indicates the volume, the second the issue number, and the third the sequential number 
within that issue. For example, the abstracts for Volume 17, Number 1, are numbered: 
17.1.1, 17.1.2, 17.1.3, etc. 
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there is an author index in 
Volume 13, Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1. 
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there 
are abstracts by Victor Albis (Bogota), Irving Anellis (Ames, IA), Barry Cipra (Northfield, 
MN), Herman Berg (Detroit), Craig G. Fraser (Toronto), Louise S. Grinstein (Brooklyn), 
Frederick Homann (Philadelphia), Herbert Kasube (Peoria, IL), Eberhard Knobloch (Ber- 
lin), Albert C. Lewis (Hamilton), Ivica Martinovif (Dubrovnik), Karen V. H. Parshall 
(Charlottesville), Matthew P. Richey, (Northfield, MN), Peter Ross (Santa Clara, CA), and 
David E. Zitarelli. 
ABELES, FRANCINE F., KATZ, VICTOR J., AND THOMAS, ROBERT S. D. (Eds.) 1991. Proceedings 
of the sixteenth annual meeting of the Canadian Societyfor the History and Philosophy of Mathematics. 
Toronto: CSHPMISCHPM. Spiralbound. 174 pp. Contains the contents of 13 addresses given at the 
annual meeting held May 31-June 1, 1990, at the University of Victoria. All 13 papers are abstracted 
separately. (DEZ) #19.3.1 
ALBERS, DONALD J. 1992. Making everybody count. Focus l2(2), 10-13. An interview with 
MARCIA P. SWARD that is “personal and characteristic of a woman mathematician in the late 20th 
century.” (DEZ) #19.3.2 
ALBREE, JOE. 1992. Salem’s Bowditch. The Mathematical Intelligencer 14(l), 58-60. Some facts 
about NATHANIEL BOWDITCH and the town of Salem, Massachusetts, where he spent most of his life. 
Photographs. (DEZ) #19.3.3 
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ALEXANDERSON, G. L. 1992. A conversation with Leon Bankoff. College Mathematics Journal 
23(2), 99-117. An interview with the dentist/mathematician, LEON BANKOFF, who is known as a 
problem solver, a geometer, and “the man who corrected Einstein.” Several photographs. (DEZ) 
#19.3.4 
AVITAL, S. See #19.3.59. 
BALINSKI, M. L., AND YOUNG, H. P. 1981. Parliamentary representation and the amalgam method. 
Canadian Journal of Political Science 16(4), 797-812. A study of the history of the APPORTIONMENT 
PROBLEM. (DEZ) #19.3.5 
BERGGREN, J. L. 1991. Greek and Islamic elements in Arabic mathematics. Pp. 25-38 in #19.3.1. 
Illustrates how ARABIC mathematics related to GREEK as preserver, extender, critic, systematizer, and 
philosopher, and how, in the process, Greek mathematics became ISLAMIC MATHEMATICS, serving 
specifically Islamic religious purposes. (FH) #19.3.6 
BIERMANN, KURT-R. 1991. Aus verschltisselten Aufzeichnungen des jungen Gauss. Gauss-Gesell- 
schaft e. V. Gottingen. Mitteilungen No. 28, 3-13. Solutions are presented to two notational puzzles 
on a leaf of GAUSS’S mathematical Tagebuch, or notebook. These are in addition to one which the 
author had deciphered in 1977 that revealed a dating system based on Gauss’s birth data. The columns 
of numbers described here also involve the calendar and form a statistical record of Gauss’s work on 
prime numbers. (ACL) #19.3.7 
BIERMANN, KURT-R. 1991. Genie ohne Chance: Thomas Clausen, Joseph von Fraunhofers de- 
signierter Nachfolger. Kultur und Technik 3, 42-45. C. F. Gauss and F. W. Bessel recognized the 
importance of the mathematical and astronomical work Of THOMAS CLAIJSEN (1801-1885) and his many 
contributions including work in number theory and in the determination of cometary orbits. But in 
spite of such recognition and signs of potential genius he failed to achieve his ambition of succeeding 
to FRAUNHOFER’S position in the optics industry on the latter’s death in 1826, even after initially being 
promised that position. Reference is made to the author’s 1964 paper “Thomas Clausen, Mathematiker 
und Astronom,” Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik 216, 159-198. (ACL) #19.3.8 
BIERMANN, KURT-R. 1991. Lusus ingenii im Schaffen von C. F. GAUSS. Mitteilungen der Mathema- 
tischen Gesellschaft in Hamburg l2,329-346. Examples are given of Gauss’s amusement with numbers 
in the course of his work and his enjoyment of puzzles for their own sake. Three pages of Gauss’s 
Tagebuch are reproduced. His manuscripts probably contain more such examples that are yet to be 
revealed and this indicates that serious scientific results may also await discovery in these pages. (ACL) 
#19.3.9 
BIERMANN, KURT-R. 1991. Wandlungen unseres Gaussbildes. Gaus-Gesellschaft e. V. Gottingen. 
Mitteilungen No. 28, 3-13. Some of the insights into GAUSS’S personality are given which have been 
revealed during the last 35 years. Based on writings by the author, this account focuses on the origins 
of the cold (and false) image of Gauss as a person that came from members of his Gottingen circle. 
Part of this, the author suggests, was due to Gauss’s own conscious emphasis on what he thought were 
his most important characteristics in his conversations with WOLFGANG SARTORIUS. (ACL) 
#19.3.10 
BIRKHOFF, GARRETT, AND MAC LANE, SAUNDERS. 1992. A survey of modern algebra: the fiftieth 
anniversary of its publication. The Mathematical Zntelligencer 14(l), 26-31. The authors describe how 
their backgrounds influenced their views of ALGEBRA and the content of their now classic TEXTBOOK. 
Photographs. (DEZ) #19.3.11 
BIRMAN, JOAN, et al. 1991. In memoriam: A tribute to Wilhelm Magnus. Association for Women 
in Mathematics Newsletter 21(4), 9-14. A series of articles solicited from the doctoral students of 
WILHELM MAGNUS containing personal reminiscences. GROUP THEORY. (LSG) #19.3.12 
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BOLTON, NICHOLAS. 1989. Pattern in the trigrams of1 Ching. Ganita-Bha‘mti. Bulletin of the Zndian 
Society for Hisroty of Mathematics ll( l-4). I- 11. Geometric and combinatorial analysis of historic 
PATTERNS in the I CHING. CHINA. (HB) #19.3.13 
Bos, HENK J. M. 1992. In memoriam: Hans Freudenthal(l905-1990). Historia Mathematics 19(l), 
106-108. Obituary of HANS FREUDENTHAL by one of his students. (DEZ) #19.3.14 
BRUNNING, JACQUELINE. 1991. C. S. Peirce’s relative product. Pp. 39-50 in #19.3.1. The author 
shows how the development of the theory of relations in the work of C. S. PIERCE is an attempt to get 
an articulation for his theory of relations, rather than a clarification of the concept of relation and 
subsequent development of a theory. LOGIC. (FH) #19.3.15 
CHAUDHARY, BISHWANATH, AND JHA, PARMESHWAR. 1990. Ganita-Bhtirati. Bulletin of the Indian 
Society for History of Mathematics 12(1-2), 27-32. A survey of the mathematical works and influence 
of the Indian mathematician and astronomer BH.&SKAR.&&RYA. INDIA. (HK) #19.3.16 
CHOWDHURY, M. R. 1992. W. H. Young at Aberystwyth. Historia Mathematics 19(l), 71-75. The 
prefaces written by W. H. YOUNG in the 1920s for two works by other people clarify his vigorous 
efforts to reorganize mathematics instruction at the University College of WALES at Aberystwyth. 
(DEZ) #19.3.17 
CHRISTIANDIDIS, JEAN P., AND KASTANIS, NIKOS. 1992. Evangelos S. Stamatis (1898-1990). Hist- 
oria Mathematics 19(l), 99-105. A biobibliographic profile of the Greek historian of science, EVAN- 
GELOS S. STAMATIS, who was known for his preoccupation with the scientific heritage of ANCIENT 
GREECE. A list of his works includes modern versions of the Elements, the Conies, and The complete 
works of Archimedes. (DEZ) #19.3.18 
CONTRO, WALTER S. See #19.3.67. 
DADIC PARKO. 1989. Stjepan GradiC as a mathematician, physicist and astronomer. [In Croatian] 
Pp. 29-38 in D. Rend&MiofeviC (Ed.), Commemorative volume dedicated to Dubrovnik polymath 
Stjepan Gradic’ (1613-1683) on the 300th anniversary of his death. Zagreb: Jugoslavenska akademija 
znanosti i umjetnosti. The life and work of the 17th-century scientist STJEPAN GRADIC (IM) 
#19.3.19 
DADIC, ~ARKO (Ed.) 1991. Proceedings of the International Symposium on Rugjer BoSkoviC. Za- 
greb: Yugoslav Academy of Sciences and Arts. 283 pp. Proceedings from a conference held October 
5-7, 1987, in Dubrovnik on RUGIER BOSKOVIC on the 200th anniversary of his death. Articles by 2. 
DadiC, S. KutleSa, I. MartinoviC, and E. StipaniC are abstracted separately. (IM) #19.3.20 
DADIC, ~ARKO. 1991. The role of KARL SCHERFFER in the acceptance and promotion of BoSKovrC’s 
scientific ideas. Pp. 153-159 in #19.3.20. English version of the paper abstracted in #l&2.22. (IM) 
#19.3.21 
DALM~DICO, AMY DAHAN. 1991. Sophie Germain. Scien@c American 265, No. 6 (December), 
117-122. A biographical account and explanation of some of the key ideas in the work of SOPHIE 
GERMAIN. The article is subtitled “An extraordinary mathematician, she struggled against the preju- 
dices of 19th-century French society to produce enduring work in number theory and the theory of 
elasticity.” Some omissions from the article are given in the review in Mathematics Magazine 65 
(February 1992). 66. (ACL) #19.3.22 
DAUBEN, JOSEPH W. 1991. El teorema pitag6rico y  las matemhticas chinas. Comentario de Liu Hiu 
sobre el teorema gou-gu en el capitulo nueve de1 Jiu Zhang Suan Shu (The Pythagorean theorem and 
Chinese mathematics. Liu Hiu’s commentary on the ninth chapter of Chiu Chang Suan Shu). Mathesis 
(M&co) 7,279-301. Preliminary and exploratory discussion on the nature of early CHINESE MATHE- 
MATICS, with an indication of some possible psycholinguistic constraints on abstract mathematical 
reasoning. GEOMETRY. (VA) #19.3.23 
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DE GANDT, FRANCOIS. 1990. El estilo matematico de 10s Principia de Newton. Marhesis (Mexico) 
6, 163-189. Spanish translation of “The mathematical style in the Principia of Newton” from Revue 
d’histoire des sciences 39 (1986). NEWTON. (VA) #19.3.24 
DIEUDONN~? JEAN. 1987. Pour I’honneur de i’esprit humain. Les mathematiques aujourd’hui. Paris: 
Hachette. 298 pp. FF 178.00. A main topic is the changes caused by the rise of mathematical structures 
in the 19~~ CENTURY. Includes a biographical appendix. Zentrulblatt 703.00035. (ACL) #19.3.25 
DOLGOV, 0. A. See #19.3.85. 
EDWARDS, A. W. F. 1992. Celebration of the centenary of the birth of Sir Ronald Aylmer Fisher, 
1990. Historia Muthemafica 19(l), 81-82. A report on several meetings sponsored by the Biometric 
Society devoted to the life and works of SIR RONALD AYLMER FISHER. (DEZ) #19.3.26 
FLUSSER, PETER. 1992. Euler’s amazing way to solve equations. The Mathematics Teacher 85(3), 
224-227. An explication of a method from the Algebra of LEONHARD EULER for solving polynomial 
equations using ratios of successive terms. ALGEBRA. (DEZ) #19.3.27 
FRASER, CRAIG G. 1991. Ecuaciones diferenciales en la teoria de perturbaciones planetarias de 
LAGRANGE (Differential equations in Lagrange’s theory of planetary perturbations). Muthesis (Mexico) 
7, 339-350. Interaction between 18th century mathematics and physics. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
MECHANICS. CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS. (VA) #19.3.28 
FRASER, CRAIG G. 1991. The mathematical origins of Lagrange’s theory of planetary perturbations. 
Pp. 51-62 in #19.3.1. Studies interactions of mathematics and planetary ASTRONOMY in EULER, 
LAPACE, and LAGRANGE. Lagrange’s perturbation methods for planetary orbits developed into a 
general theory of DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. (FH) #19.3.29 
FRASER, CRAIG G. 1992. Isoperimetric problems in the variational calculus of Euler and Lagrange. 
Historia Mathematics 19(l), 4-23. An account of the specialized research carried out by LEONHARD 
EULER and JOSEPH LOUIS LAGRANGE between 1738 and 1806 on optimization problems with con- 
straints. The author shows that Euler’s work sets the “problem of Lagrange” in “a considerably 
more prominent place than the historically venerable ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEMS.” Lagrange’s later 
introduction of the multiplier rule afforded a unification of the two types of problems. (DEZ) 
#19.3.30 
GANITANAND. 1989. Foreign reviews of Indian works. Ganita-Bhcirati. Bulletin of the Indian Soci- 
ety for History of Mathematics ll(l-4), 50-54. A precis of what foreigners have found missing in 
studies of INDIAN SCIENCE histories. (HB) #19.3.31 
GANITANAND. 1989. Homage to Prof. A. Seidenberg. Ganita-Bha‘rati. Bulletin of the Indian Sociery 
for History of Mathematics ll(l-4), 57-59. Obituary notice of ABRAHAM SEIDENBERG. (HB) 
#19.3.32 
GANITANAND. 1990. Remarks concerning values of 71 in ancient India. Ganita-Bhdrati. Bulletin of 
the Indian Society for History of Mathematics 12(1-2), 33-38. Some observations on recent or lesser 
known facts about certain approximations to P as found in INDIA. PI. (HK) #19.3.33 
GANITANAND. 1990. The Laksa Scale of Ramayana and Rama’s army. Ganita-Bhrirati. Bulletin of 
the Indian Society for History ofMathematics I2(1-2), 10-16. C. N. SRINIVASIENGAR gave the first 
modem exposition of the LAK~A SCALE, with some omissions. In this article, the author attempts to 
present a correct form of the Laksa Scale. Mathematics in INDIA. (HK) #19.3.34 
GARCIADIEGO, ALEJANDRO R. 1992. II International Colloquium on the History and Philosophy of 
Mathematics. Historia Mathematics 19(l), 84-87. A report on a meeting held December 10-13, 1990, 
at the Mexican National University, including the abstracts of 11 papers delivered by Joseph W. 
Dauben, Craig Fraser, Ivor Grattan-Guinness, Wilbur R. Knorr, and Janis Langins. (DEZ) #19.3.35 
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GINZBURG. V. L. 1989. Some comments on the biography of Isaac Newton. [In Russian] Pp. 
216-235 in #19.3.88. Commentson theoriginaledition(l943)ofVavilov’s biography of Isaac NEWTON. 
(IA) #19.3.36 
GIUSTI, ENRICO. 1989. Images du continu. Biblioteca di Storia de/la Scienza 28, 83-97. Some 
observations on the way the CONTINUUM was understood in the 17th-century work of GALILEO, 
CAVALIERI, VI&TE, and LEIBNIZ. The author notes that conceptions of the continuum emerged in the 
course of the development of geometrical theories; they did not precede these theories as one might 
logically expect. (CGF) #19.3.37 
GRABINER, JUDITH V. 1991. Was Newton’s calculus a dead end? A new look at the calculus of 
Colin Maclaurin. Pp. l-24 in #19.3.1. Argues that Maclaurin’s Treatise on fluxions (1742) linked 
Newton’s CALCULUS and continental work, especially in summation of series and elliptic integrals. 
The author suggests why MACLAURIN and 18th century British mathematicians are often underrated. 
GREAT BRITAIN. (FH) #19.3.38 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1989. Arabic mathematics in Montucla and Delambre. Ganita-Bhcirati. 
Bullefin of the Indian Society for History of Mathematics ll(l-4). 12-17. Difficulties that historians 
of mathematics face when using Latin TRANSLATIONS rather than the works in the original languages. 
(HB) #19.3.39 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1990. Work for the hairdressers: The production of de Prony’s logarith- 
mic and trigonometric tables. Annals of the History of Computing 12, 177-185. The methods of 
GASPARD C. F. M. DE PRONY (1755-1839) allowed a team of workers (many former hairdressers to the 
aristocracy) to calculate the entries for MATHEMATICAL TABLES. New findings are given on de Prony 
and his work and influence on others such as Charles Babbage. Zentralblatt 706.01003. (ACL) 
#19.3.40 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1991. Boole y  su semi-seguidor Jevons (Boole and his quasi-follower 
Jevons). Mathesis (Mkico) 7,35 l-362. The responsibility of STANLEY JEVONS regarding why BOOLEAN 
ALGEBRA is not BOOLE’S ALGEBRA. The influence of Boole’s algebraic approach to LOGIC (VA) 
#19.3.41 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1991. iQue es y  que deberia ser el calculo? (What was and what should 
be the calculus?) Mathesis (Mkico) 7,363-387. Spanish translation of a paper that appeared in Cahiers 
d’Histoire et de Philosophic des Sciences 21 (1987), 116-135. CALCULUS. (VA) #19.3.42 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1992. A note on The Educational Times and Mathematical Questions. 
Historia Mathematics 19(l), 76-78. A discussion of two JOURNALS devoted to PROBLEMS SOLVING 
that ran from 1847 to 1923. (DEZ) #19.3.43 
GUERRAGGIO, ANGELO. AND NASTASI, PIETRO. 1992. Italian mathematics of the 19th and 20th 
centuries. Publication and correspondence. Historia Mathematics 19(l), 91-92. An announcement of 
a project to publish the correspondence of ITALIAN MATHEMATICIANS from the 19th and 20th centuries. 
(DW #19.3.44 
GUPTA, R. C. 1989. On some rules from Jaina mathematics. Gayita-Bhcirati. Bulletin ofthe Indian 
Society for History of Mathematics ll(l-4), 18-26. The numerical accuracy of the length of a circular 
arc, an area of the circular segment, and a surface of a spherical segment. Mathematics in INDIA. JAINA 
MATHEMATICS. (HB) #19.3.45 
GUPTA, R. C. 1989. Sino-Indian interaction and I-Hsing. Ganita-Bhrirati. Bulletin of the Indian 
SocietyforHistory ofMathematics ll(l-4),38-49. Early workincombinatorialcalculations, calendars, 
and the production of a tangent table for the great meridian survey of 724 A.D. INDIA. CHINA. (HB) 
#19.3.46 
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GUPTA, R. C. 1990. Review of Episodes in the mathematics of medieval Islam. Ganita-Bhdrati. 
Bulletin of the Indian Society for History of Mathematics X2(1-2), 56-58. Review of the book by J. L. 
Berggren. MEDIEVAL ISLAM. (HK) #19.3.47 
GUP~A, RADHA CHARAN. 1990. The chronic problem of ancient Indian chronology. Ganita-Bhcirati. 
Bulletin of the Indian Society for History of Mathematics l2(1-2), 17-26. The author points to the 
seriousness of having an accurate CHRONOLOGY of mathematical events in INDIA. It is pointed out that 
there is a serious chronology problem in India and this paper highlights the facts, presents the problems, 
and offers some preliminary suggestions. (HK) #19.3.48 
GiJPTA, R. C. 1990. The value of n in the Mahabharata. Ganita-BhdratT. Bulletin of the Indian 
Society for History of Mathematics lZ(l-2), 45-47. This paper analyzes an approximation to r as given 
in the MAHABHARATA by E. W. HOPKINS. PI. INDIA. (HK) #19.3.49 
HABIB, S. I., AND RAINA, D. 1989. The introduction of scientific rationality into INDIA: a study of 
Master Ramchandra-Urdu journalist, mathematician and educationalist. Anna/s of Science 46, 
597-610. Concentrates on the popular scientific writings of RAMCHANDRA (1821-1880) that aimed at 
the general enlightenment of his Indian countrymen rather than the improvement of an elite as called 
for by the colonial educational policy. Reviewed by J. Hoyrup in Zentralblatr 705.01022. (ACL) 
#19.3.50 
HAYASHI, TAKAO. 1990. N%rayana’s rules for a segment of a circle. Ganita-Bhdrati. Bulletin of rhe 
Indian Society for History of Mathematics l2(1-2) l-9. This paper demonstrates that Narayana 
derived his rule for a segment of a circle from Mahavira’s rule for an “elongated circle” or an ellipse- 
like figure. GEOMETRY. INDIA (HK) #19.3.51 
HOFMANN, KARL H. 1992. Zur Geschichte des Halbgruppenbegriffs. Hisroriu Marhemarica 19(l), 
40-59. The author believes that SEMIGROUPS are unjustly neglected in modern texts and historical 
treatments of group theory and presents an outline for a fairer treatment. The word “group” was used 
in the 19th-century in many cases for objects which were semigroups. Though FELIX KLEIN had an 
excellent intuition for the group concept his axiom system was too weak to define a genera1 algebraic 
structure. SOPHUS LIE was able to develop a foundation for his theory of semigroups of transformations 
though he knew of no use for such a theory. A. D. WALLACE is the pioneer of the modem theory of 
semigroups and the author quotes Wallace’s view of the subject and presents some recent results on 
Lie’s Fundamental Theorem viewed in the context of semigroups. (ACL) #19.3.52 
HUND, E. 1990. Die Annalen in Wandel ihrer Aufgabe. Zweihundert Jahre. Anna/en der Physik 47, 
289-295. A history of ANNALEN DER PHYSIK since its founding in 1790. Since it has had virtually no 
competitors in the field of PHYSICS in GERMANY the overview the author provides amounts to a view 
of the history of physics in Germany for the last two hundred years. Reviewed by E. Neuenschwander 
in Zentrulblatt 704.01026. (ACL) #19.3.53 
IWASAKI, KATSUNORI, et al. 1991. From Gauss ro PainlevC: A modern theory of special functions. 
Braunschweiglwiesbaden: Friedr. Vieweg. x + 347 pp. DM 78. PAINLEVI? classified the second- 
order-nonlinear algebraic DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS with the property that their solutions have no 
singularities that change with a change in initial conditions. The authors present both the historical and 
the mathematical details of the subject. [Adapted with permission from The American Mathematical 
Monrhly !J9(3) (1992) 291.1 (MPR) #19.3.54 
JHA, PARMESHWAR. See #19.3.16. 
KAK, SUBHASH C. 1989. The Brahmagupta algorithm for square rooting. Gat,u&Bhdrari. Bull&n 
of rhe Indian Society for History of Mathematics ll(l-4), 27-29. Claims the NEWTON-RAPHSON 
iterative formula was implicit in BRAHMAGLJPTA (628 A.D.) (HB) #19.3.55 
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KAPUR, J. N. 1989. Encounters with history of mathematics. Ganita-Bhdrati. Bulletin ofthe Indian 
Society for History of Mathematics ll(l-4), 30-37. A program for recalling the historic glory of 
mathematics in INDIA. (HB) #19.3.56 
KASTANIS, NIKOS. See #19.3.18. 
KATZ, VICTOR J. 1991. An historical approach to precalculus and calculus. Humanistic Mathemat- 
ics Network Newsletter 6, 21-25. A description of the author’s way of organizing precalculus and 
CALCULUS “using history as a general guide.” EDUCATION. (PR) #19.3.57 
KATZ, VICTOR J. 1991. Non-western mathematics in the university classroom. Pp. 63-72 in # 19.3.1. 
Discusses examples of the use of mathematical/historical ideas from Mayan, Indian, Chinese. and 
South Pacific cultures that can be used to motivate topics in the college classroom. NONWESTERN 
CULTURES. EDUCATION. (FH) #19.3.58 
KATZ, VICTOR J. See o/so #19.3.1. 
KLEINER, ISRAEL, AND AVITAL, S. 1991. Themes in the evolution of number systems. Pp. 73-90 
in #19.3.1. Suggests how to use NUMBER as an organizing principle to introduce algebraic, analytic, 
and geometric ideas in a historical setting. Illustrations use the algebraic-transcendental dichotomy, 
transfinite numbers, and algebraic extension fields. (FH) #19.3.59 
KNAPP, HANS G. 1991. Termini, Symbole und Zeichen: Zur Entwicklung der Algebra und ihrer 
Notation zwischen dem 13. und 18. Jahrhundert. Zeitschriftfiir Semiotik 13,301-319. The development 
of ALGEBRAIC NOTATION between the 13th and 18th centuries is pictured as corresponding to changes 
in the way of life and in the ontological assumptions of the time. In the transition from predominantly 
craft-oriented thinking to commercial and scientific thinking, “termini” are replaced by symbol aggre- 
gates of the “~0~s” and then by the signs of modern formal language. (ACL) #19.3.60 
KNOBLOCH, EBERHARD. See #19.3.67. 
KNORR, WILBUR R. 1991. Sobre corazones y  hojas de hiedra: lo que ios antiguos griegos hicieron 
con las curvas (On hearts and ivy leaves. What ancient Greeks made with curves). Muthesis (M&ico) 
7, 303-319. The author proposes that what ancient Greek geometers called a cissoid (ivy leaf-like) 
corresponds more to what modern mathematicians call a cardioid. GREEK GEOMETRY. (VA) 
#19.3.61 
KOLMOGOROV, A. N. 1989. Wie ich Mathematiker geworden bin. Mitteilungen. Marhematische 
Gesellschaft der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik No. 112: 83-87. Biographical account from 
childhood through the teachers (V. V. Stepanov, P. S. Aleksandrov, P. S. Urysohn, and N. N. 
Luzin) and collaborators (A. Ya. Khinchin, I. M. Geifand, S. M. Nikolskii, V. I. Arnold) of A. N. 
KOLMOGOROV. Zentralblart 705.01017. (ACL) #19.3.62 
KREYSZIG, ERWIN. 1991. On Plateau’s problem. Pp. 91-100 in #19.3.1. Investigates prehistory of 
MINIMAL SURFACE THEORY (1744-1867) by Euler, Lagrange, and Meusnier, the first explicit solution 
of PLATEAU’S PROBLEM by Schwarz (1867), and AREA THEORY by Lebesgue. Developments through 
BERNSTEIN and RADO close the survey. (FH) #19.3.63 
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